What is the Single Security, Uniform MBS (UMBS) initiative?
Under the direction of the Federal Housing Finance Agency’s Single Security Initiative, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will begin issuing a joint security known as the Uniform MBS (UMBS) beginning June 3rd, 2019. This Single Security initiative is expected to strengthen the U.S. mortgage market by supporting liquidity in the To Be Announced (TBA) market, thereby maintaining or possibly lowering the cost of housing finance and benefiting borrowers, taxpayers, and investors.¹

With this brings many changes to the Mortgage Pass Through market. Including, but not limited to, the TBA market and the market for outstanding pools. Effective June 2019, there will no longer be issuance in new Freddie Mac GOLD, 45 day delay, Pass Through pools. At that time, a new UMBS with a 55 day delay will be the only form of Pool issuance and TBA Trading.

Impact on TBA Market
There are currently separate TBA contracts for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac MBS. The two are currently quite identical with the major differences being 1) the Guarantor and 2) the payment delay [55 day for Fannies & 45 days for Freddies]. On March 12th, 2019, TBA trading in the new UMBS TBA contracts began. Starting with the June 2019 settlements, new UMBS TBA contracts will accept delivery of securities with a 55-day delay guaranteed by either Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. Once the June settlement date arrives (June 13th for 30yr pools) the existing Freddie Mac GOLD TBA contracts (45 day delay) will cease to exist since no new Freddie Mac GOLD pools will be issued. The June 2019 UMBS TBA contracts can be satisfied with outstanding FNMA 55 day delay pools or old 45 day delay Freddie GOLD pools that have been converted to a new 55 day delay “mirror” UMBS security.

The Exchange Option: Converting Legacy Freddie GOLD Pools to Mirror UMBS Pools
Beginning in May 2019, all holders of legacy Freddie Mac (45 day delay) pools will have the option to voluntarily convert or exchange their securities for a new mirror UMBS (55 day delay) pool. In addition to receiving the new UMBS mirror pool, the bond holder will also receive compensation from Freddie Mac for the 10 day delay difference. This exchange is optional and can be facilitated in one of two ways. Either by “dealer facilitated” or “direct to Freddie Mac” methods.

- *Dealer Facilitated* – an investor transfers a bond to a dealer, who then converts the security with Freddie before returning the mirror security to the investor. This path “will stay open for the foreseeable future,” according to Freddie.
- *Direct to Freddie Mac* – direct exchanges with Freddie Mac will go through Tradeweb and are “expected to be open for 3-5 years.”

The IRS has published its “Revenue Ruling 2018-24” regarding the tax treatment of the legacy Freddie pool exchange. Per the ruling, the exchange of mortgage backed securities pursuant to the Single Security Initiative does not constitute a taxable exchange. However, the IRS did not rule on the taxability of the compensation payment made for the 10 day delay difference and is not expected to provide additional guidance on the topic. Please refer to your tax professional for guidance (CMG does not provide tax advice).

In the event of an exchange, each mirror pool will have the same collateral history as the legacy (45 day delay) pool. Conversion does not change the characteristics of the underlying loans. However, investors who convert, or exchange, will have a new CUSIP, pool number, ticker prefix, issue date, servicer name, and pool type. Bloomberg will have a reference to the original, legacy Freddie Mac pool and the new mirror pool. The screenshot on the following page shows a Bloomberg DES page on a representative legacy pool (FG Q17649) with link to the new UMBS pool number (FN ZL5674).
You can see the legacy pool number on the top left of the image and the new mirror pool number is also available on the DES page. If you were to view the mirror pool on Bloomberg (FN ZL5674) it would also reference the original legacy pool (FG Q17649). In both cases, all loan and pool details are identical; WAM, WAC, factor, prepayment speeds, etc…

We believe there is no immediate need or requirement for the typical bank bond portfolio to exchange legacy pools for new 55 day delay pools. The primary reasons being the full tax implication (the 10 day delay compensation) is not 100% known and the exchange process will remain open for a reasonable period of time. We will continue to reassess our view as more information becomes available. Be sure to evaluate your own institution’s unique situation prior to making a decision.

CONCLUDING POINTS:

- All new UMBS pools with have the ‘FN’ prefix and will have a 55 day payment delay.
- All “deliverable” collateral types are eligible for exchange (10yr, 15yr, 20yr, 30yr conforming pools). ARMs and other non-deliverable asset types are not eligible (Jumbo, Hi LTV, Modified, Interest Only).
- The conversion, or exchange, is optional. You may choose to hold your legacy Freddie Mac (45 day delay) security. Investors will still receive principal and interest on these securities and still carry the same guarantee. A potential drawback could be liquidity down the road as there will no longer be a Freddie Mac TBA Contract after June 2019.
- There are many variables not addressed in this piece. Please contact your sales representative with questions or concerns. The Capital Markets Group of Commerce Bank can help you navigate these changes.
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